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INTRODUCTION
For those of you who may have travelled on the London Underground (aka, ‘The Tube’, Metro or Subway) the expression, ‘Mind the
Gap’ will doubtless bring back memories of the iconic audible warning broadcast to prevent people from injuring themselves as
they disembark the train. From a security and compliance standpoint this is an example of a ‘preventative control’ and its aim
is to prevent something bad happening (i.e. someone falling onto the tracks). Controls are one of the many things you will learn
from reading this whitepaper. ‘Mind the gap’ is not only a phrase from the London Underground but also a reference to a notable
security and compliance pre-occupation - gaps. As you will discover, gaps are a considerable concern when taking into account
the security posture of networked computer systems and this paper will explain what, why and how to address them.
The main motivation for writing this whitepaper was to demystify security and compliance to interested newcomers and provide
foundational knowledge of common terminology and techniques used within this field. It takes the reader from theory to practice
using a simplistic fictional case study and attempts to answer many of the common Amazon Web Services (AWS) security and
compliance questions organisations have and demystify the inter-relationship between security and compliance process and
technology.
As more and more organisations consider migrating to the public cloud, executives tasked with ensuring the on-going security
and compliance posture of cloud hosted systems face significant challenges translating cloud agnostic compliance frameworks
into actionable mitigation controls that can manifest in the cloud. Attracted by the promise of the cloud’s economies of scale and
dynamic scalability, many organisations are simultaneously drawn towards cloud adoption whilst also being fearful of falling victim
to cyber-crime in what some consider to be a wild new frontier.
This whitepaper outlines a sequence of high-level steps to enable any organisation wishing to host their systems on a Cloud
Service Provider (CSP e.g. AWS), to deploy that system with the necessary controls to ensure it is secure and compliant. In doing
so it introduces a number of different frameworks, methods and technologies in support of this process and goes beyond
abstract security concerns into specific tools and technologies used in industry. It takes the reader from the point of initial risk
assessment of public cloud adoption right through to the selection of security and compliance related tools currently available to
allow continuous security and compliance monitoring.
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BENEFITS OF CLOUD COMPUTING
Organisations that have adopted the public cloud, or are considering it, do so for many reasons. The most typical motivating
factors include:
 Better Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) – eliminate the costs relating to using a datacentre or co-location solution, as well as
reduce the cost of licencing;
 Reduced complexity – reduce the need to manage infrastructure and multiple infrastructure providers;
 Dynamic capacity – scale up or down quickly and only pay for what is in use;
 Reduced time to market – design and deploy applications more quickly using cloud services;
 Increased efficiencies – automation both accelerates deployments and ensures that they are consistent;
 Accelerated, cost effective innovation – quickly deploy new services and new features, innovate on behalf of customers. Be at
the forefront of the IT revolution;
 Share the responsibility for security and compliance with a public cloud provider to ensure customer data and services remain
secure and compliant. Amazon Web Services, for example, continually undergo regular compliance audits thus removing much
of this work from the customer (https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/programs/);
 Business shift from technology to service orientation and focus on core business enhancement.
Despite all the obvious advantages of making the transition to a CSP there is still some concern about ensuring that any system
deployed in this manner remains secure and compliant. Common questions include:
 How do I choose the right CSP?
 How do I know the CSP has adequate internal controls?
 How do I identify the risks in the cloud?
 How can I ensure the right controls are deployed in the cloud?
 How do I understand what am I to manage and what is a CSP’s responsibility?
The techniques introduced in this whitepaper address these concerns and provide the reader with a foundational understanding
of security and compliance in the cloud.

WHAT IS COMPLIANCE?
The dictionary defines compliance as the act of, ‘conforming to a rule’ such as a policy, specification, standard or law. There are
many different compliance frameworks that define policies, standards, specifications, or laws for IT systems. These frameworks
fall into two broad categories: regulatory compliance (aka external compliance) or corporate compliance (aka internal
compliance). Typically, regulatory compliance regulations specify what they expect an organisation to do to remain compliant
but not how to do it. The how is defined internally by an organisation as policies and procedures which are part of the internal
compliance programme. The terms, policy and procedure are sometimes used interchangeably however they refer to different
things. A policy is a guiding principle or standard, while a procedure is a sequence of actions that should be followed to achieve
a particular outcome. Policies generally focus on what should be done, while procedures are more focused on how to do it. For
example, a security policy might mesh together the different technical and non-technical aspects of the strategy so that they
work in unison and no aspect is isolated from the broader objective. Policies are there to reduce the duplication of effort within
a business and ensure standardisation across the business. Documents like a RACI matrix (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted
and Informed) are often used by organisations to ensure that all relevant teams and personnel are aware of their roles and
responsibilities and that policies and procedures are assigned and adhered to.
To help organisations shape their internal compliance they can choose to adopt a cloud security model which can help guide
security decisions such as ISO/IEC 27017 [17] Information Technology – Security Techniques (to help select controls when
implementing a cloud hosted system) or NIST Special Publication 500-299 [29] (now retired but still considered a useful reference)
which includes reference architectures and a controls framework.
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Regulatory Compliance
Regulatory compliance is required by law and involves following legal mandates and legislation. It is policed by specific bodies
such as the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) who are referred to as regulators. Examples of regulatory compliance include
standards, frameworks and acts like the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS), the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) or the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) in healthcare (USA). Regulatory compliance
can vary by industry as well as geographical location. For example, the regulations and regulatory bodies that oversee financial
services companies in the United Kingdom will differ from those in the EU or the USA.
Corporate Compliance
Corporate compliance encompasses regulatory compliance but also includes internal policies that define expected levels of
conduct. Its purpose is to lead large groups of people to behave in a certain way. Organisational policies address issues such
as code of ethics, acceptable use of assets, and vacation and sick leave. Functional policies address issues such as information
security, data classification, Internet usage and disaster recovery, for example. Cloud computing policies can address specific
concerns such as password policies, encryption, remote access and segregation of duties. These policies and their associated
procedures provide the foundations for securing a business.
Organisations must honour the obligations of regulatory compliance that apply to their industry vertical in the country in which
they operate. Choosing organisational compliance policies and procedures for IT systems can be simplified by first defining your
security requirements.

SECURITY VS COMPLIANCE
A pertinent question might be what is the difference between security and compliance? Are they the same thing under different
terms? Is it possible to be compliant but not secure or vice versa?
In truth, there is a great deal of overlap between security and compliance, but they are not the same thing. At their most
fundamental level, compliance programs exist to protect organisations against transgressions. They define a baseline for the
security posture of an environment and as such contribute to the foundations of a business’s security policy. Because compliance
only provides a baseline (i.e., the minimum set of implemented security measures required by any given system or service) it
is entirely possible to be compliant but also vulnerable to compromise because security threats are constantly changing and
evolving.
System compromises that occur as a consequence of non-compliance are the result of multiple factors both benign (e.g. simple
misconfiguration) or malicious (‘advanced persistent threats’) but the financial cost and damage to the organisation’s reputation
remains the same.
The main differences between security and compliance can be described as follows:
Compliance:
 Is binary in terms of its state and is only considered complete when all its requirements are satisfied.
 Is defined by an external third party not the host organisation.
 Its purpose is to facilitate business operations. If Company A wishes to sell widgets online, it will need to take payment. To
take payment online it will need to be PCI compliant. PCI compliance facilitates its business operation to sell widgets. PCI-DSS
compliance defines a set of requirements to ensure payment information is stored and processed securely. Without such
guidance no baseline for securing this information would exist and vulnerabilities would occur. Another example might be a
healthcare Company B. For them to process and store patients’ medical information they must be HIPAA compliant which is a
US federal law that protects sensitive patient healthcare data.
Security:
 Is an on-going continuous process requiring constant tuning and maintenance.
 Is executed against internal requirements, not a third party’s needs.
 Is driven by the need to protect against constant threats to an organisation’s assets
One final difference is that compliance can be viewed as prescriptive, whereas security is more predictive. Compliance prescribes
what an organisation must do (e.g., deploy a firewall) but not necessarily how they should do it (e.g., deploy Palo Alto firewalls in
an active/passive configuration , make them highly available and perform deep packet inspection on all north-south/south-north
traffic) Organisational Security attempts to predict security threats before they are realised and deploy counter measures.
The process defined in this whitepaper encompasses both compliance and security.
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WHAT IS ASSURANCE?
Assurance is the act of making sure an organisation’s compliance requirements have been met. This is achieved by performing an
audit which is required to validate compliance. The type of auditing and the requirements for compliance will vary from standard
to standard. For example, a PCI audit conducted by an external Qualified Security Assessor (QSA) from a qualified company might
be one way of obtaining assurance that all the requirements for PCI compliance have been met. It is worthwhile to note that
compliance is binary, which means that an organisation that is 99.99% compliant is still NOT compliant.
A good example of assurance and auditing in the context of this whitepaper is the Security, Trust, Assurance and Risk (STAR)
[18] Registry as defined by the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA). It’s a publicly accessible registry that documents the security and
privacy controls provided by Cloud Service Providers like AWS. AWS participates in voluntary self-assessment to document their
compliance and has also undergone independent auditing by a third party and is CSA STAR Level 1 and Level 2 certified. This
provides assurance that AWS is using the best practices defined by the CSA for the security posture of their cloud infrastructure.
It is possible to see the self-assessment responses provided by AWS to STAR by downloading the CSA Consensus Assessments
Initiative Questionnaire (CAIQ) which is available online in AWS Artifact [19].

WHAT IS RISK MANAGEMENT?
Risk management attempts to predict and manage risks that could prevent an organisation from achieving its objectives. It
evaluates all risks, including the risk of being, ‘non-compliant’ as well as the security threats and vulnerabilities faced by an
organization. Risk management isn’t one process, it is many processes combined that collectively identify and manage an
organisations risk. It is also an on-going, iterative process. It generally includes activities like:
1. Risk assessment: to identify the risks faced by the organization.
2. Risk treatment/acceptance: to define how to address each risk.
3. Risk monitoring/review: on-going evaluation of risk faced by the organization and the effectiveness of responses.
There are many different risk management frameworks that provide guidance on how to conduct these activities, examples
methodologies include ISO/IEC 27005:2008 Security Techniques, Information Security Risk Management [3] and NIST SP 800-39
Managing Information Security Risk [30] among others. In Step 4 of this whitepaper, we perform a risk assessment and risk
treatment exercise against a fictious company, Acme Retail.
In addition to identifying the risks that an organisation faces when moving to the public cloud, there are regulatory requirements
that organisations are obliged to enforce. Risk management helps identify and address risks that might lead to regulatory
or corporate non-compliance. Some regulatory compliance requirements apply to specific industry verticals (e.g. Finance),
others apply when handling certain types of data. For example, if an organisation holds Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
or Protected Health Information (PHI) then the GDPR compliance guidelines apply to that business. If the company processes
payment cards digitally then the Payment Card Industry (PCI-DSS) compliance guidelines will apply to its activities. In these two
examples adherence is mandatory from a legal standpoint but other commonly employed compliance guidelines such as ISO/IEC
27001 Information Security Management Systems [31] or NIST 800-53SP Security and Privacy Controls for Information Systems and
Organizations [20] are a matter of self-selection by an organisation. Standards like ISO/IEC 27001 are internationally recognised
Information Security Management Standards whose objective is to build an Information Security Management System (ISMS)
– a tool for organisations that are concerned about overall information security good practices. Its focus is on organisational
standardisation, not technical standards.
Compliance and risk management are closely aligned but the difference between them is not always obvious. Compliance focuses
on ensuring your organisation is obeying prescribed rules and regulations. Risk management aims to identify all risks, their
likelihood and impact on the organisation and then implement security controls that mitigate the risk to a level acceptable to the
organisation.
The foundation of risk management is a thorough analysis of each risk and a decision to avoid the risk, mitigate it or accept it. It
predicts risks and then decides on their treatment. Compliance on the other hand makes that decision for you; it is prescriptive
and identifies both the risk and how to treat it for you. For example, the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS)
has a requirement that an organisation handling card payment details must prevent unauthorised access and implement a
firewall. It has identified the risk of, ‘unauthorized access’ and the treatment as, ‘deploy firewall’.
Risk management is strategic, whereas compliance is tactical. The ability to forecast risks should instigate the creation of new
processes to minimise them or turn them to an organisation’s advantage.
The resulting output from both compliance and risk management / assessment activities are controls.
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Figure 1. Metaphorical Gap Analysis - Bricks as ‘Controls’

WHAT IS A GAP ANALYSIS?
The title of this whitepaper, ‘Mind the Gap’ is a reference to the audible warning broadcast in the UK’s London Underground and
also a refence to a common security and compliance practice called, ‘Gap Analysis’. As the term ‘Gap Analysis’ might suggest
its aim is to identify gaps in an organisation’s security and compliance posture. We determine what is required to make an
organisation secure and compliant and then we examine what is currently in place. The ‘gaps’ are the delta between the two
and, predictably enough, gaps are considered bad; gaps can lead to unwanted outcomes such as non-compliance resulting in
a financial penalty, or environment compromise and loss of confidential information. A gap, for example, could be the absence
of anti-virus software installed and updated regularly on a workload’s virtual machine, or it could be the absence of a policy
document that encourages safe practices within the organisation.
For example, a gap analysis against an organisation’s compliance framework identifies the absence of a control in response to a
risk identified by the compliance framework. The compliance framework defines what these risks are and it is the organisation’s
task to implement people, processes or technology to reduce the chance of the risk occurring. This could be a written policy or
procedure that employees must follow (i.e. an administrative control), or it could be a piece of technology configured to prevent/
detect or correct things if unwanted behaviour occurs. Different compliance frameworks address different concerns (e.g. PCI-DSS
payment card regulatory compliance guidelines).
Part of the process explained in this whitepaper is to build up a picture of what is required from a security and compliance
perspective (Step 3 Architecture and Step 4 Assess Risk) and then work out what is missing (Step 5 Identify Gaps). Once we have
identified where the gaps are we can then fill them in with controls (which we shall discuss in more detail later in Step 6 Add
Controls).

CSA SECURITY PROCESS
There are a number of steps required to ensure that any workload moving to the cloud is considered to be secure and compliant.
To help provide some structure we shall use a simple process as described by the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA). They have
provided extensive guidance in their document, ‘Security Guidance For Critical Areas of Focus In Cloud Computing V4.0’ [21] and
provided a very high level security process model (pg. 23, Section 1.2.2.1) as follows:
1. Identify necessary security and compliance requirements, and any existing controls.
2. Select the cloud provider and define the service and deployment models.
3. Define the architecture of the solution.
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4. Assess the security controls.
5. Identify control gaps.
6. Design and implement controls to fill the gaps.
7. Manage changes over time.
The full CSA document that explains each step can be downloaded here [21].
Note that different cloud projects should each be evaluated independently as each will use different technologies and
architectures even if hosted on the same public cloud provider. The required security controls for each project will be potentially
different for each workload.

EXAMPLE ORGANISATION, ACME RETAIL LTD.
For the purposes of this whitepaper a fictitious company, Acme Retail Ltd will be defined and used as context for all subsequent
examples. The purpose is to turn an abstract exercise into something more familiar and grounded in reality.
Acme Retail Ltd employs 100 people and hosts an online retail store that processes e-commerce transactions. They have
traditionally hosted this technology in data centres but wish to migrate to the public cloud. The CISO for the company must ensure
that the cloud hosted solution is secure and compliant.
The key aspects of the Acme Ltd system are as follows:
1. It is an e-commerce transactional website.
2. It processes 400,000 payment card transactions annually.
3. It uses an external payment card service to collect and process the payment card details. This information is collected via
an iFrame embedded in the Acme retail website. An iFrame is an HTML element that allows a page to include content from
another source; in this case the source would be a web form that collects and sends the payment card details to an external
payment card service.
4. The website allows customers to:
a. Create, delete, edit their accounts
b. Place orders and pay for orders
c. Check the status of orders
d. Communicate with the company
5. The system takes payment details (but passes them to a third party) and stores customers’ names, addresses and
transactions within the Acme retail system.
6. The system must track warehouse inventory and update dynamically to ensure stock levels are adequate.
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STEP 0: IS THE CLOUD RIGHT FOR ME?
IDENTIFYING CLOUD SECURITY RISKS
Many companies conduct a security risk assessment prior to choosing a public cloud provider and migrating to the cloud.
Questions like:
1. Is the public cloud the right place for the system?
2. Which cloud provider should we choose?
3. What are the benefits/risks of moving to the public cloud?
The concept of identifying risk occurs more than once in this whitepaper. At this early stage of the cloud journey a risk
assessment can help decide if the public cloud is right for an organisation (i.e. if the benefits outweigh the risks) by examining the
associated risks. Later on in Step 4 we perform a more detailed workload specific risk assessment which helps identify the risks
faced by the workload and use the findings to identify what steps we need to take to mitigate those risks (a.k.a ‘controls’).
Risk assessment is a common process that aims to assess all of the risks of adopting the cloud and, where necessary, contrast
these against the existing risks of operating from a data centre. There are a number of publications on this subject and
different ways of approaching it. One such framework that HeleCloud has used to good effect is the European Union Agency
for Cybersecurity (ENISA) Cloud Computing Security Risk Assessment [1]. It identifies the risks common to cloud adoption and
contrasts, where appropriate, the probability and impact against standard IT approaches, thus giving organisations a clear
point of reference before migrating to the cloud. It provides a solid basis for risk assessment and is intended for small and
medium enterprises as well as European policymakers and individuals or citizens. Notice that it only provides the basis for a risk
assessment and that each organisation will typically define organisational specific risks unique to their business. The report,
although written and published at the end of 2009, is still relevant and takes into account work done by the Cloud Security Alliance
(who we shall revisit later in this document), as well as the Jericho Forum [22] (who later merged into the OpenGroup Forum
and did some of the earliest formal work on zero trust networks) and Gartner [23] who are widely recognised for their security
research and consulting.
ENISA defines 46 benchmark risks that organisations can assess their AWS workload against. In response to each of these you
are then able to define mitigation controls – normally mapped against people, processes and technology areas. Note that in the
public cloud controls are in place for many aspects due to the shared responsibility model. If the organisation chooses to use a
managed services provider, yet more controls may already be in place. In addition to mitigation controls, an organisation should
also have contingency plans for managing risks in the cloud. Mitigation controls are put in place to lessen the likelihood of a
risk materialising by reducing its probability. For example, by applying the principle of least privilege it is possible to mitigate (or
reduce) the risk that an employee maliciously shuts down the organisation’s infrastructure.
Contingency plans are pre-prepared responses (i.e. sequences of actions taken by employees) that have been defined to
compartmentalise and minimise the impact of a specific risk scenario.
We shall assume that Acme Retail Ltd has undergone this initial step and decided to adopt the public cloud as the benefits
outweigh the risks.
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STEP 1: IDENTIFY REGULATORY/ORGANISATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Step 1 is to identify any applicable regulatory and organisational compliance requirements.
Regulatory Compliance Requirements
Based upon our example organisation, Acme Retail, we understand the following requirements:
 They will support financial transactions using payment cards. This means they will need to follow regulatory PCI-DSS
compliance. The exact PCI classification will depend on a number of interrelated factors, including the number of transactions
over a 12-month period and whether the payment card details pass through/are stored in the Acme system, or passed to an
external 3rd party (e.g. Stripe/Worldpay etc.). The classification is further refined depending on how the payment information
is sent to the payment provider.
To classify Acme Retail let’s first categorise their PCI-DSS Merchant level based on the number of annual transactions.
Merchant Level

Number of Transactions Annually

Notes

1

>6 million transactions

Mandatory detailed assessment by PCI SSC Qualified Security
Assessor (QSA) or by a PCI SSC Internal Security Assessor (ISA)

2

>1 million but <= 6 million

Type of assessment dependent upon the way system is configured
and payment is taken.

3

>20,000 but <= 1 million

Acme Retail process 400K per annum. Suitable for self-assessment.

4

All other merchants

Suitable for self-assessment.

We can see from the table that they fall under Merchant Level 3 because they process more than 20K but less than 1 million
transactions annually. The good news is that Level 3 merchants are able to complete a self-assessment rather that undergo a
mandatory detailed assessment by a Security Assessor. The next step is to determine what type of Self-Assessment. There are
eight PCI DSS Self-Assessment Questionnaires (SAQ) types that match to different merchant environments.

SAQ Type

Description

SAQ A

E-commerce websites that are configured to fully redirect customers to a compliant third-party website
prior to requesting cardholder data, or if an iFrame provided by a compliant third-party provider is used for
the collection of cardholder data, the flow of cardholder data is controlled by the third-party provider.

SAQ A-EP

E-commerce merchants who use other technologies or processes, such as JavaScript or direct post
methods, to direct the flow of cardholder data from the customer directly to the compliant third-party
payment gateway.

SAQ B

Merchants with Only Imprint Machines or Only Standalone, Dial-Out Terminals.

SAQ B-IP

Merchants with Standalone, IP-Connected PTS Point-of-Interaction (POI) Terminals.

SAQ C-VT

Merchants with Web-Based Virtual Terminals.

SAQ C

Merchants with Payment Application Systems Connected to the Internet.

SAQ P2PE

Merchants using Only Hardware Payment Terminals in a PCI SSC-listed P2PE Solution.

SAQ D

All Other SAQ-Eligible Merchants.
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Acme Retail fits the PCI-DSS criteria for Level 3 SAQ A.
Based on this information the next step is to determine whether Acme require a PCI DSS assessment or if they can selfassess their PCI DSS compliance (i.e. Annual Self-Assessment Questionnaire SAQ). Note that the classification of selfassessment doesn’t automatically mean that a company doesn’t require a qualified security assessor; this is decided by the
level of risk. The level of risk is determined by the merchant level (i.e. the number of annual transactions) and the way they
process payment card details. There are two types of PCI-DSS security assessor: a Qualified Security Assessor (QSA) and an
Internal Security Assessor (ISA). The difference is that an ISA is employed by the organisation being assessed.
Merchant Level

Type of Assessment

Notes

1

Detailed assessment performed by
PCI SSC Qualified Security Assessor
(QSA) or by a PCI SSC Internal Security
Assessor (ISA).

Mandatory detailed assessment by PCI SSC Qualified Security
Assessor (QSA) or by a PCI SSC Internal Security Assessor
(ISA)

2

Self-Assessment BUT with QSA/ISA
depending upon SAQ Type

Effective March 2021, Level 2 merchants completing SAQ A,
A-EP or D will still be required to engage a QSA or ISA for
compliance validation as these are considered high security
risk merchants (complex payment acceptance environments
and/or ecommerce merchants).

3

Self-Assessment

Acme Retail are SAQ A and Level 3 which means they can
self-assess and do not require the services of an ISA or QSA.

4

Self-Assessment

 They will store customers’ names, addresses and dates of birth. This means they will need to adhere to regulatory GDPR
compliance guidelines.
As a consequence, Acme Retail have the following regulatory compliance requirements:
 GDPR for the storage of customers’ Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
 PCI DSS Level 3 SAQ A compliance. This means that Acme can complete and submit the Self-Assessment Questionnaire
annually themselves without requiring the services of a QSA or ISA. Note that if their annual volume of transactions increased
above 1 million transactions then they would then be required to additionally engage a QSA or ISA for annual compliance
validation.
Organisational Compliance Requirements
To ensure their organisation follows best practice with its IT practices they have adopted ISO/IEC 27001.
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STEP 2: SELECT THE CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDER (CSP)
In Step 2 the objective is to select the most appropriate Cloud Service Provider (CSP) e.g. AWS.
There are recommended ways of conducting due diligence on CSPs to ensure the right fit for your business and here we discuss
some of them.

CHOOSING A CSP
To ensure they remain compliant when they deploy to the public cloud Acme Retail Ltd need to perform due diligence of their CSP.
The ENISA defines the following:
Acronym

Title

Description

CCSL

The Cloud Certification Schemes List

Provides an overview of the different cloud certification schemes.
It provides a checklist of each Cloud vendor to allow selection
based on adherence to these schemes.

CCSM

The Cloud Certification Schemes Meta
framework

Allows users to select their security objectives and match these
against the appropriate scheme (e.g., ISO/IEC 27001, ISO/IEC 27018).
It has an online procurement tool to input requirements and then
help decide what the better model to follow is.

The CCSL covers the following schemes:

Scheme

Description

Certified Cloud Service

TÜV Rheinland Certified Cloud Service is the most widely used and independent cloud
service certification in Germany.

CSA Attestation of OCF level 2

The CSA Open Certification Framework is an industry initiative to allow global,
accredited, trusted certification of cloud providers. Level 2 refers to third party
assessment-based certification.

EuroCloud Star Audit Certification

StarAudit offers a certification scheme to establish trust in cloud services both on
the customer and the user side. The purpose of the StarAudit scheme is to provide
accountable quality assessment of cloud services through a transparent and reliable
certification process.

ISO/IEC 27001

Is an international standard on how to manage information security and its aim is to
help organisations make the information assets they hold more secure.

PCI-DSS v3

Is a set of security standards for merchants who accept, process, store or transmit
payment card information.

Service Organisation Control (SOC) 1,2,3

Is the name of a suite of reports produced during an audit that validate the internal
controls over the system.
SOC 1 — Internal Control over Financial Reporting (ICFR)
SOC 2 — Trust Services Criteria
SOC 3 — Trust Services Criteria for General Use Report

Cloud Industry Forum Code of Practice

The Code is a comprehensive framework that enables service providers to
benchmark their operations against standards developed by their peers and in
many ways is a checklist for best practice in the provision of cloud services. The
Code covers a broad range of areas and disciplines but focuses on TRANSPARENCY,
CAPABILITY & ACCOUNTABILITY
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The CSA provides a single consistent framework via the Security, Trust and Assurance Registry (STAR) used to evaluate vendors. It
is managed by the CSA and comes in two parts:
1. Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM) which is a list of security controls and principles for the cloud environment.
2. Consensus Assessments Initiative Questionnaire (CAIQ) which is a self-assessment performed by the CSP.
CSPs provide 3 levels of STAR certification.
1. Self-assessment (level 1)
2. CSA STAR attestation (level 2)
3. Continuous auditing: Using the CloudTrust protocol. For this to work the CSP must openly share certification information with
customers and prospective customers. (level 3)
Standards for components and sub-systems
The Common Criteria (CC - https://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/index.cfm?) Assurance Framework (ISO/IEC 15408-1:2008) is an
international standard that provides assurance for security claims by vendors. This provides assurance that products have been
thoroughly tested by 3rd parties and meets the requirements.
Common Criteria has two key components:
1. Protection profiles: For example, a profile specifically designed to test a firewall or a switch has a standard set of security
requirements.
2. Evaluation Assurance Levels (EALs): Define how thoroughly the product is tested (1-7) where 1 is the lowest and 7 is the highest.
CC is an international standard recognised by 19 countries worldwide. In the United States they have FIPS 140-2 as a US mandated
certification program run by the government, which is strictly enforced in the USA and Canada, as well as other countries like Japan.
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STEP 3: DEFINE THE ARCHITECTURE
In Step 3 of the process the architecture of the proposed system should be defined and the service (e.g., SaaS, PaaS and IaaS) and
deployment (e.g., public, private, hybrid) models should be documented. This will provide clarity on who is responsible for securing
what part of the system (i.e., the consumer or the provider).

ACME RETAIL LTD. ARCHITECTURE
The Acme Retail Ltd engineering team has devised the following architecture to be hosted in AWS:

Figure 2. The Acme Retail High Level Architecture Diagram
The Acme workload consists of a pair of highly available EC2 instances deployed in two Availability Zones. Each subnet is a /24
which provides a total of 256 IP addresses (n.b., the first 4 IP addresses and the last IP address of each subnet CIDR are not
available as they are reserved by AWS).
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What are Service & Deployment Models?
The security of the cloud is the responsibility of the CSP whereas security in the cloud is the organisation’s responsibility. The
areas that are the customer’s responsibility vary depending on the service model. There are 3 service models for cloud computing:
1. Software as a Service (SaaS) is cloud hosted software that is stand-alone. It is delivered through a web browser and allows
software to be accessible over the Internet from third parties. Popular examples include the Microsoft Outlook Live web based
email service, online word processing and spreadsheet tools, CRM services and web content delivery services (Salesforce
CRM, Google Docs, etc). Because of the web browser delivery mechanism, it doesn’t matter what operating system the client
uses to access the service. Patching, security, updates, and maintenance of the software are managed entirely by the vendor.
Companies typically adopt SaaS services to remove the overhead of installing, configuring, and managing applications locally
in an on-premise environment.
2. Platform as a Service (PaaS) makes tools and platforms available over the Internet. Platforms are not stand-alone and
host applications that provide functionality to other applications. Organisations typically use PaaS services to build other
applications and products. For example, imagine an organisation wants to build an application that requires a database.
Rather than purchasing, patching, securing and updating a database manually, they could opt to use a PaaS offering like
Amazon RDS to share the responsibility for these activities. The benefit is that PaaS takes care of things like patching, security,
updates, and maintenance. The platforms offered include development tools, configuration management, and deployment
platforms. Examples are AWS Lambda, AWS Elastic Beanstalk, Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS), Amazon Elastic
Container Service (ECS), AWS Simple Storage Service (S3), AWS Elastic File System (EFS), Microsoft Azure and Google App
engine.
3. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) provides virtual machines and other abstracted hardware and operating systems which
may be controlled through a service API. It includes things like software, servers, networks, and storage and also provides
capabilities like network monitoring and management. The Cloud Service Provider takes care of the physical infrastructure
(e.g. storage or servers). IaaS offers more control over the operating system than PaaS; PaaS offers ease of use. Example
infrastructure services include Amazon EC2, Elastic Block Store (EBS) and Terremark Enterprise Cloud, Windows Live Skydrive
and Rackspace Cloud.
It must be noted that from a security standpoint SaaS offloads most of the security responsibility to the provider, whereas IaaS
places most of the responsibility on the customer.

Figure 3. Service Model Security responsibility (image courtesy CSA Security Guidance)
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The deployment model can be one of the following:
 Public Cloud. The cloud infrastructure is made available to the general public or a large industry group and is owned by an
organisation selling cloud services.
 Private Cloud. The cloud infrastructure is operated solely for a single organisation. It may be managed by the organisation or
by a third party and may be located on-premises or off premises.
 Community Cloud. The cloud infrastructure is shared by several organisations and supports a specific community that has
shared concerns (e.g. mission, security requirements, policy, or compliance considerations). It may be managed by the
organisations or by a third party and may be located on-premises or off-premises.
 Hybrid Cloud. The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more clouds (private, community, or public) that remain
unique entities but are bound together by standardised or proprietary technology that enables data and application portability
(e.g. cloud bursting for load balancing between clouds). Hybrid is also commonly used to describe a non-cloud data centre
bridged directly to a cloud provider.
For controls that are the responsibility of the CSP, it is the customer’s responsibility to access their audit reports and review the
implementation and operating effectiveness of the controls.
N.B. In AWS they have a dedicated service called AWS Artifact [19] that enables organisations to access AWS specific audit reports.
Acme Retail Deployment Model
Acme Retail Ltd proposed that their entire workload is hosted solely on AWS.
 AWS Public Cloud Hosted
Acme Retail Service Model(s)
The Acme workload comprises of the following technologies and service models:
AWS Service

Service Model

Notes

Platform as a Service (PaaS)

RDS provides relational database services to other
applications. All maintenance is handled by the CSP but
security of the database is the customer’s responsibility
(e.g. encryption at rest, security groups etc).

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) provides virtual machines but
provides access to the underlying OS and configuration.
Responsibility for the patching, security, updates, and
maintenance of the OS remains the customers.

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS) provides raw block
level storage. AWS takes care of the underlying physical
storage but the responsibility for securing the volume
(e.g. encryption) remains the customers.

Route53

Software as a Service (PaaS)

Route53 is a scalable and highly available DNS service.
All maintenance is handled by the CSP. It is a tool for use
by developers building systems for end-users hence it is
classified as a PaaS.

Simple Storage Service (S3)

Platform as a Service (PaaS)

S3 provides object level storage through a web service
interface. All maintenance is handled by AWS but security
of data stored in S3 remains the customers.

Platform as a Service (PaaS)

AWS WAF is a fully managed service that lets the
customer monitor HTTP/HTTPS requests. The customer is
only responsible for the rules defined and does not need
to provide maintenance.

AWS RDS MS SQL

AWS EC2 instances

EBS Volumes

AWS Web Application Firewall
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STEP 4: ASSESS RISK
As discussed earlier, risk management attempts to predict and manage risks that could prevent an organisation from achieving
its objectives. In Step 4 we identify these risks, evaluate their likelihood and impact upon the business and then decide how the
business should treat them (i.e., avoid, mitigate, transfer, accept). We also define the notion of risk tolerance for the business
which categorises certain types of risk as acceptable.

RISK ASSESSMENT IN THE PUBLIC CLOUD
Working in the public cloud is quite unlike working in a traditional data centre environment or with an on-premises setup. In the
public cloud, regardless of CSP, you are operating against a shared responsibility model. This means that certain risks are the
responsibility of the CSP (e.g., securing access to the physical buildings that host the servers that power the virtual machines
running your workload) and others are the customer’s responsibility. The division of labour is dependent upon factors like the
deployment model (e.g., cloud, hybrid, community or on-premise) and service model (e.g., IaaS, SaaS, PaaS) of the proposed
architecture as well as the offering provided by the CSP.

COMPLIANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT
As noted, Acme Retail has both regulatory and organisational compliance frameworks that it must adhere to. The process of
Risk Management must always predict and manage risks that could ultimately lead to non-compliance. For example, PCI DSS
compliance describes the following 12 requirements:
1. Install and maintain a firewall configuration to protect cardholder data
2. Do not use vendor-supplied defaults for system passwords and other security parameters
3. Protect stored cardholder data
4. Encrypt transmission of cardholder data across open, public networks
5. Use and regularly update anti-virus software or programs
6. Develop and maintain secure systems and applications
7. Restrict access to cardholder data by business need-to-know
8. Assign a unique ID to each person with computer access
9. Restrict physical access to cardholder data
10. Track and monitor all access to network resources and cardholder data
11. Regularly test security systems and processes
12. Maintain a policy that addresses information security for all personnel
Acme Retail Ltd is therefore legally obliged to ensure that it can demonstrate that controls are in place to ensure each of the
above requirements are implemented and enforced. They would demonstrate this by completing a PCI-DSS Self-Assessment
Questionnaire (SAQ A) to provide evidence that for each of the 12 requirements a control is in place. In Step 5 we will take each of
the regulatory (e.g., PCI DSS) and corporate compliance (e.g., ISO/IEC 27001) requirements and build out the controls to address
them. Remember that if there is no control then we have a gap. These are ‘gaps’ that the title of the whitepaper refers to and it’s
the purpose of this entire whitepaper to introduce the necessary steps to ensure that the finished system has a control for each
of the items defined above.

RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORKS
For organisations wishing to adopt the cloud, a principal concern is the risk this might introduce to the organisation. The process
of assessing risk and rating it is covered by risk management frameworks ( which as mentioned earlier there are many). Three of
the most widely used are:
1. ISO/IEC 31000:2018 – Risk Management Guidelines [24], ISO/IEC 31010:2019 - Risk management — Risk assessment techniques
[32]
2. European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) – Cloud Computing, Benefits, Risks and Recommendations for
Information Security [25]
3. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) – Cloud Computing Synopsis and Recommendations 800-146 & NIST 80037 Risk Management Framework for Information Systems and Organizations: A System Life Cycle Approach for Security and
Privacy [26]
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The selection of an appropriate framework is governed by the nature of the organisation. For example, US Federal government
agencies are required to align with the NIST Risk Management Framework (NIST-800-37). That said, other organisations have
adopted it by choice as it is deemed to be comprehensive, industry tested and suitable for their needs.

A RISK IDENTIFICATION PROCESS
There are numerous variations of the following steps but typically risk management is addressed as a sequence of phases:
1. PHASE 1: Identification
a. Define the system.
b. Identify cyber assets (systems, applications and data) and their classification.
2. PHASE 2: Analysis
a. Conduct vulnerability assessment:
i. Identify threats (i.e., anything capable of intentionally or accidentally compromising a system’s security)
ii. Identify vulnerabilities (i.e., weaknesses).
3. PHASE 3: Evaluation
a. Identify security risks along with their impact and likelihood.
b. Assess the effectiveness of existing security controls in mitigating the risks.
c. Compare against risk profile/risk tolerance
4. PHASE 4: Treatment
a.Recommend new security controls or changes to existing security controls to mitigate the severity of the risks to a level
acceptable to the organisation.
b. Continuously monitor the effectiveness of security controls.
c. Periodically repeat this process to account for system changes and changes in the threat landscape.
Once the risks have been identified and a treatment strategy defined it is then possible to define controls to mitigate that risk.
AWS management has developed a strategic business plan which includes risk identification and the implementation of controls
to mitigate or manage risks. This plan is re-evaluated at least bi-annually to ensure that the process adequately captures all
potential risks. The controls that are defined to mitigate each risk are also assessed regularly.

4.1: PHASE 1: IDENTIFICATION
The system has been defined in Step 3: Architecture and the risk assessment will be delivered only against the components in this
system.

4.2: PHASE 2: ANALYSIS
Identifying Threats using Threat Intelligence
There are several communities who actively capture and document current threat vectors. Here are some of the more popular /
established sources of threat intelligence that can help an organisation assess the potential risks they are facing when operating
in the public cloud.
The CSA Top Threats Working Group is responsible for providing needed context to assist organisations in making educated risk
management decisions regarding their cloud adoption strategies.
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/artifacts/top-threats-to-cloud-computing-egregious-eleven
Sans Security also provide significant intelligence on threat behaviours with their Mitre Att&ck (Adversarial Tactics, Techniques,
and Common Knowledge) framework along with techniques for mitigation: https://attack.mitre.org/resources/
And the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) also provide a continually updated reference on the top 10 exploits for
software: https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/
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SDLC Threat Modelling
Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) threat modelling is a structured approach and process aimed at analysing the security of
an application. The process starts with the identification of all entry points, and follows with enumeration and prioritisation of all
the potential threats associated with each asset or entry point. The ultimate goal is to mitigate all of these threats and prevent
any future attacks.
Organisations have also started incorporating threat modelling in their own SDLC to ensure their applications are developed with
built-in security measures.
Threat modelling identifies the risks your workload is exposed to and combined with compliance requirements this creates your
control objectives and controls you need to apply to the workload.
There are different types of threat modelling:
1. Software threat modelling: performed during software design to reduce vulnerabilities.
2. System threat modelling: performed for operational systems to improve their overall security.
3. Data-centric threat modelling: focused on protecting specific types of data within systems.
Example threat modelling methodologies include:
1. Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Denial of Service and Elevation of Privilege (STRIDE)
2. The Process for Attack Simulation and Threat Analysis (PASTA)
3. Trike
4. Visual, Agile & Simple Threat Modelling (VAST)
5. Damage, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected Users and Discoverability (DREAD)
Threat Assessment
The risk assessment for Acme Retail Ltd has identified the following threats:
Natural Threats
1. Acts of nature (e.g. fire, flood, hurricanes or tornadoes)
Intentional Threats
2. Hacker gains access to regulated PII
3. Hackers launch denial of service attack against system
4. Hackers spin up additional resource to mine Bitcoin
5. Disgruntled employee deliberately opens a backdoor to the system
Unintentional Threats
6. Employee accidentally clicks the link on a phishing email (spyware, malware, adware)
7. Engineer accidentally opens firewall port to the Internet
8. Employee accidentally writes confidential data to public facing S3 bucket
Vulnerability Assessment
Next the assessment identified the vulnerabilities that could be exploited by these threats; a vulnerability is a weakness in the
system. Notice that each vulnerability relates to the 8 threats listed above.
1. Inadequate fire suppression equipment, flood defences, poor physical security
2. Non-automated patch management, vendor-supplied defaults for passwords or configuration settings (*PCI DSS Req. 2)
3. No firewall or technology to prevent/absorb DDOS attack (*PCI DSS Req. 1)
4. Insufficient authentication mechanisms / MFA, sharing credentials (*PCI DSS Req. 8)
5. Insufficient guardrails / access to environment not monitored (*PCI DSS Req. 10)
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6. Poor security awareness of employees, no anti-virus (*PCI DSS Req. 5)
7. No firewall / poor preventative guardrails
8. Lax permission policies, lack of encryption (*PCI DSS Req. 3)

4.3: PHASE 3: EVALUATION
4.3.i Risk Impact
Risk is defined as the potential for loss or damage when a threat exploits a vulnerability. Simple examples of risk include financial
losses, loss of privacy, damage to your reputation, legal implication and even loss of life.
Risk is also defined as the combination of the identified threats versus the vulnerabilities in the system as it currently exists.
For example, it can be described as follows:
Risk = Threat x Vulnerability
For example:
Fire Destroys Datacentre = Fire x Inadequate Fire Suppression
The next step is to determine the impact of the risk should it occur; this can be calculated using metrics like the level of disruption
or the cost associated with the risk.
Risk (R)

Description

Impact

R1

A fire destroys the datacentre

Halts operation of the system for 7 days and potential
loss of data

R2

Hacker gains access to regulated PII

A fine and reputational damage

R3

Hackers launch denial of service attack against system

An outage for 8hrs

R4

Hackers spin up additional resource to mine Bitcoin

Excessive infrastructure costs

R5

Employee deliberately opens a backdoor to the system
which leads to a data breach

Reputational damage and potentially a fine

R6

Employee accidentally clicks the link on a phishing
email

Data exfiltrated to a 3rd party leading to reputational
damage

R7

Employee accidentally opens port to the Internet

Machine down for 4hrs and loss of data and loss of
service

R8

Employee accidentally writes confidential data to
public facing S3 bucket

Data breach

Figure 4. Acme Retail Risks and Impacts Table
4.3.ii Assess the effectiveness of existing security controls in mitigating the risks.
Acme Retail has some existing security policy controls, however these have not been explicitly tailored for the public cloud. This is
its first AWS hosted workload and therefore no controls currently exist.
4.3.iii Compare against risk profile/risk tolerance
Risk Appetite/Risk Tolerance
Each organisation must start by identifying its risk appetite (or risk tolerance). This defines the level of risk an organisation is
willing to take during the course of its business. A low (or more conservative) risk tolerance will usually lead to tighter security
controls which can in turn lead to greater costs. A high risk-tolerance can lower the cost and potentially provide more flexibility
for innovation, albeit at the price of accepting greater risk. It is at the discretion of the organisation to determine their own risk
appetite, though in certain highly regulated environments like banking or healthcare that decision will more likely be governed by
their regulatory compliance requirements.
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The risk tolerance of Acme Retail is Low Risk (<=2 on the ENISA risk matrix which we shall look at in the next section). This
means Acme is only prepared to leave low risk items untreated; the types of risk that are unlikely to happen and have a low
business impact if they do. Everything else must be treated with a control. Acme have adopted this risk tolerance because it is
an e-commerce website dealing in payments and holding the Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of its customers. If the site
was compromised and personal or payment card data was breached the reputational damage and regulatory fines would be
significant. If the system did not contain PII or process card payments, then perhaps Acme could consider higher levels of risk
untreated (which in many cases would mean lower running costs and complexity because fewer controls would be needed).
Acme Retail Risk Tolerance:
 Business Impact: Low
 Likelihood: Low
Risk Profile
A risk profile is an analysis of the existing threats to a business and its assets including its data. By comparing the risk profile
against the risk appetite, it is possible to determine any gaps with respect to your existing/required security controls. A risk
profile is determined by carrying out a periodic risk assessment.
We must take each threat and vulnerability and ask ourselves:
1. What would the damage/impact on the business be if this exploit was successful?
2. What is the probability/likelihood of this exploit being successful?
By measuring the vulnerabilities in this way, we ensure that the response to the risk is proportionate. Remember, ‘Risk = Threat x
Vulnerability’. Organisations typically score each risk against its likelihood and impact on the business using the following matrix.

Figure 5. Impact Vs. Likelihood Matrix
Notice that the risk rating (and the required response to the risk) is highest when the likelihood of the risk occurring and the
impact upon the business are both high.
The ENISA risk management framework enhances the risk matrix to apply scores to the individual risks identified:

Figure 6. The Enisa Risk Matrix
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A threat is anything that might compromise the integrity, availability, or confidentiality of your system. It can be a person, a rival
company or even an act of nature for example. The following matrix shows the risks impact and likelihood when applied to the
ENISA risk matrix. Notice that all identified risks sit outside of the risk tolerance / risk appetite defined by Acme Retail Ltd and
therefore must all be treated.

Acme Risk Appetite
Safe Zone

R1

R4

R7

R5

R6

R8

R3

R2

Figure 7. Acme Retail ENISA Risk Matrix
The following table lists the risks for Acme Retail, Ltd. Each risk includes a description of the risk, the impact of that risk upon the
business and finally a risk score. The higher the risk score, the greater the impact upon the business.

Risk (R)

Description

Risk Class

Impact

Risk Score
(Impact x
Likelihood)

Owner
Initials

R1

A fire destroys the datacentre

Disaster
Recovery

Halts operation of the system for
7 days and potential loss of data

4

CT

R2

Hacker gains access to
regulated PII

Access Control

A fine and reputational damage

6

DS

R3

Hackers launch denial of
service attack against system

Operational
Resilience

An outage for 8hrs

6

CT

R4

Hackers spin up additional
resource to mine Bitcoin

Permissions
Control

Excessive infrastructure costs

4

CT

R5

Employee deliberately opens
a backdoor to the system
which leads to a data breach

Access Control

Reputational damage and
potentially a fine

5

MM

R6

Employee accidentally clicks
the link on a phishing email

On-Premise
Security

Data exfiltrated to a 3rd party
leading to reputational damage

5

FT

R7

Employee accidentally opens
port to the Internet

Access Control

Machine down for 4hrs and loss
of data and loss of service

4

CT

R8

Employee accidentally writes
confidential data to public
facing S3 bucket

Permissions
Control

Data breach

5

DT

Figure 8. Acme Retail Risk, Impact and Risk Score Table
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4.4: PHASE 4: RISK TREATMENT
Having determined the potential risks faced by the organisation and their impact, the organisation must determine the best way
to treat each of the risks identified.
Once you have established the risks you are then able to determine how best to treat them. Businesses typically adopt one of the
following 4 strategies for each risk:
1. Avoid: Eliminate the identified risk by removing the activity or technology that causes it.
2. Mitigate: Lessen the potential impact of the risk. Security controls can help here.
3. Transfer: Shift responsibility to another organisation (e.g. outsourcing to a supplier). This can also refer to taking out
insurance policies to cover the cost of the risk.
4. Accept: Accept the risk assuming it is within the accepted risk tolerance boundary. Note that this treatment is not to be taken
lightly.
Applying that to our identified risks we have the following example set of risks associated with Acme Retail Ltd:

Risk

Description

Impact

Risk Score
(Impact x Likelihood)

Treatment

R1

A fire destroys the datacentre

Halts operation of the system for 7
days and potential loss of data

4

Transfer

R2

Hacker gains access to regulated
PII

A fine and reputational damage

6

Mitigate

R3

Hackers launch denial of service
attack against system

An outage for 8hrs

6

Mitigate

R4

Hackers spin up additional
resource to mine Bitcoin

Excessive infrastructure costs

4

Mitigate

R5

Employee deliberately opens a
backdoor to the system which
leads to a data breach

Reputational damage and
potentially a fine

5

Mitigate

R6

Employee accidentally clicks the
link on a phishing email

Data exfiltrated to a 3rd party
leading to reputational damage

5

Mitigate

R7

Employee accidentally opens port
to the Internet

Machine down for 4hrs and loss of
data and loss of service

4

Mitigate

R8

Employee accidentally writes
confidential data to public facing
S3 bucket

Data breach

5

Mitigate

Figure 9. Acme Retail Risk Treatment Table
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STEP 5: IDENTIFY GAPS
Now that Acme Retail have identified the risks for their workload and the proposed treatment they must define ways to reduce
the likelihood or impact of those risks. In addition to the risks identified for Acme Retail they also have compliance requirements
pertaining to ISO/IEC 27001 and PCI DSS which must be addressed by having controls in place. The following steps are designed to
capture everything that needs to be done to secure the system and remain compliant (A) and then document what Acme Retail is
doing in response to each item (B). In doing so we can then see the gaps; when an item exists in (A) that isn’t addressed in (B). The
process also considers that some of the requirements from (A) are addressed not by Acme Retail but instead by the CSP via the
shared responsibility model.
1. Map PCI DSS and ISO/IEC 27001 to each control in the CSA Cloud Controls Matrix.
2. Map the risks identified for Acme Retail (as per the previous stage) to the Cloud Control Matrix control objectives.
3. Download the CSA Consensus Assessments Initiative Questionnaire (CAIQ) to use as a template.
4. Obtain the official CAIQ response from the CSP (e.g., AWS).
5. Fill out the blank CAIQ with the responses from the chosen CSP (e.g., AWS).
6. Identify the gaps where a control is required (as per steps 1+2) but isn’t provided by the CSP.

WHAT ARE CONTROLS?
Now that we have captured the risks and their treatment, we must implement suitable controls to help mitigate each risk.
Readers familiar with compliance frameworks will already have encountered the concept of controls. A compliance framework
typically identifies risks and defines control objectives to reduce/remove the risk. The International Information System Security
Certification Consortium (ISC2) defines a control simply as a, ‘mechanism to restrict a list of possible actions down to allowed or
permitted actions’.
Although many organisations are comfortable with the concept of controls, it’s deceptively challenging to define exactly what
a control is. Individuals tasked with managing risk within an organisation might claim to know a control when they see one but
written definitions are hard to come by. One of the clearest and most comprehensible definitions of a control is by Jonathan Marks
(Marcum, Partner) who defines a control as the following:
A Control is a process of interlocking activities that use properly assigned policies and procedures which are preventative,
detective, and responsive in order to ensure:
 The achievement of an organisation’s objectives,
 Operational effectiveness and efficiency,
 Compliance with laws, regulations, and policies,
 Reduce the risk of fraud, waste and abuse.
It is a process or technology that does something to achieve the above.

CONTROL CLASSIFICATION
Controls can further be classified according to their function; for example, does a control prevent something from happening (i.e.
preventative) or does it notify the organisation that some condition has occurred (i.e. detective)? Does it correct the state of a
system by restoring it to its previous state (i.e. responsive)?
In summary we quantify controls as possessing one of the following functions:
 Preventative i.e., to stop unwanted activity
 Detective i.e., to detect and alert unwanted/unauthorised activity. Note that every detective control must have someone
assigned who must react to it
 Responsive (aka Corrective) i.e., to repair or restore resource to their desired state post compromise
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Each type of control (preventative, detective, responsive) can manifest itself in the following ways:
 Technical (or logical) controls; hardware or software mechanisms used to protect assets e.g., encryption, NACLs, security
groups, anti-virus
 Physical controls; used to prevent or detect unauthorised access to physical areas, systems or assets e.g., CCTV, access cards
etc.
 Administrative controls; policies, procedures or guidelines that define practices in line with an organisation’s security goals
The control type and function can be mapped as follows:
Preventative

Detective

Responsive

Physical

Locks, Doors

CCTV

Re-Issue Access Cards

Technical

Firewall, IPS, MFA solution,
anti-virus software

Intrusion detection systems,
honeypots

Patch a system, terminate
a process, reboot a system,
instance isolation

Administrative

Data classification, JoinersMovers-Leavers Process,
Acceptable use policy

Review of permissions matrix

Business Continuity/Disaster
Recovery and Incident
Response Plans

Figure 10. Control Type and Function Table
Security controls are selected by an organisation in response to the risk management process. This includes a definition of the
organisation’s IT security strategy and goals. From this it is then possible to define specific control objectives.

CONTROL OBJECTIVES
A control objective is simply a statement that defines how the organisation plans to manage risk. Once the overall objectives
have been defined it’s possible to assess the risk to an organisation’s assets and then for each risk define a security control. The
PCAOB defines a control objective as the following: “A control objective provides a specific target against which to evaluate the
effectiveness of controls.”
The Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM, to be properly introduced shortly) defines, for example, 133 control objectives that are structured
into 16 domains. For example, the CCM Application & Interface Security Application Security domain defines the following control
objective:
“Applications and programming interfaces (APIs) shall be designed, developed, deployed, and tested in accordance with leading
industry standards (e.g., OWASP for web applications) and adhere to applicable legal, statutory, or regulatory compliance
obligations.”
To meet with this control objective, we must therefore ensure that all APIs are tested against the OWASP top 10 vulnerabilities, for
example (or its equivalent). There might be multiple security controls (detective, preventative and responsive) in pursuit of this
control objective.
A control environment requires validation to show that not only do its controls mitigate identified risks but also provide evidence
of their effectiveness. We later discuss the use of threat modelling as a way of validating that the implemented controls can
effectively counter common threats.
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS: POLICIES, PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES
Wikipedia describes a policy as a ‘deliberate system of principles to guide decisions and achieve rational outcomes’. The policy
document defines an organisation’s intention, but its implementation is defined as a procedure. A security policy document, as its
title suggests, describes a system of principles to help guide decisions relating to security. The value of defining a security policy is
that it enables staff to operate with more autonomy without needing to seek confirmation from senior management with respect
to security related decisions. The security policy should be written in such a way that it is possible to enable staff to follow it and
understand what they need to do without needing senior management intervention. A procedure describes step by step how to
carry out a process; the process is very high level and outlines what must happen in order to ensure compliance with policy.
A Security Policy clearly defines the mandatory actions to follow when implementing new cloud-based tools and services.

Figure 11. Policy, Process and Procedure Pyramid

CSA CLOUD CONTROLS MATRIX (CCM)
The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) provide a useful tool for analysing your Cloud Controls requirements based on your compliance
requirements, best practices and regulations. It identifies cloud specific control requirements and their application to each cloud
service category (SaaS, PaaS and IaaS) and maps to many of the widely used standards and frameworks including ISO/IEC 27001
and PCI-DSS.
How to Use the CCM
The CCM is typically used in one of three ways:
1) MAPPINGS—CCM AS BASE TO OTHER TARGET
Each control (criteria) in the CCM is initially matched to a control(s) in another framework to make an equivalency determination.
This approach considers which CCM criteria are associated with the criteria in other established frameworks—and to what degree
they are equivalent to each other—thus, estimating the extent of new efforts necessary to incorporate other frameworks (using
the CCM as a base).
Acme Retail could therefore use the CCM as its baseline control framework. To do this they would need to:
a. First, review and select which control domains and objectives defined in the CCM are applicable to their workload(s). For
example, the CCM control domain dedicated to Mobile Security (MOS-01 to MOS-20) would not be relevant as Acme Retail do
not currently have a client facing mobile solution for their online retail presence.
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b. Once the relevant controls are identified they can compare this against the control mappings to ISO/IEC 27001 and PCI.
Questions they should ask at this stage include:
i.	Does the CCM comprehensively cover all control objectives defined in PCI-DSS? What is not addressed by the CCM but is
required by PCI-DSS? What will need to be added to the CCM to provide PCI compliance?
ii.	Does the CCM comprehensively cover all control objectives defined in ISO/IEC 27001? What is not addressed by the CCM
and will need to be added?
c. What controls are the responsibility of the proposed CSP? Are these controls provided by the CSP?
i. Use the CAIQ provided by the CSP to identify what controls are and aren’t provided.
2) REVERSE MAPPINGS—ANOTHER TARGET AS BASE TO CCM
Conversely, a reverse mapping uses another framework as the initial base to find equivalent controls addressed in the CCM. In a
reverse mapping exercise, each control in the candidate framework is accounted for in the CCM (whenever possible). The base
framework/starting point used in a reverse mapping exercise is the candidate framework.
3) REPORTING GAP IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS
Gap summaries identify full gaps and partial gaps. Full gaps are specific criteria (controls) not included in another framework.
Partial gaps include similar criteria (controls) that exist but do not fully match.
For example, CCM Control AIS-01 is only partially addressed by ISO/IEC 27001 leaving a partial gap.

Please Note: The latest release of the Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM) 4.x.x. was still in development at the time of writing this
whitepaper. Consequently, it did not contain mappings to ISO/IEC 27001 or PCI-DSS. The official CSA website explains that this
work is currently underway. The examples below refer to an earlier release of the CCM 3.x.x to illustrate the mapping between the
different standards.
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In the earlier release of the CCM it illustrates that CCM Control AAC-01 is not addressed at all in PCI-DSS V3.0 or V3.2, meaning
there is a full gap between the CCM control requirements and PCI V3.x. This means that the PCI-DSS standard is missing some
aspects of the equivalent control in the Cloud Controls Matrix.

A completed gap analysis can help inform planning efforts related to determining the appropriateness of extending existing
compliance documentation to match another framework.
The latest release of the CCM can be downloaded here:
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/research/cloud-controls-matrix/
The supporting documentation that explains each domain can be downloaded here:
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/artifacts/security-guidance-v4/
The CCM is supplied as an Excel spreadsheet with the following characteristics:

1. The top row contains the architectural relevance (e.g. network, compute, storage), service delivery model (e.g. SaaS, PaaS),
supplier relationship (e.g. the CSP or the customer of the CSP) and all supported standards and frameworks (e.g. PCI
compliance and ISO/IEC 27001).
2. The left column contains all of the CCM domains (e.g. Data Security & Information Lifecycle Management) and the Control
objectives (i.e. the Security related controls that should be in place).
The matrix identifies the common ground between each of the compliance frameworks.
Acme Retail Ltd, will use this to identify the sum total of all controls required as per their compliance requirements (PCI and ISO/
IEC 27001) and what remains after taking into account the shared responsibility model of the CSP.
Acme Retail Ltd and the CCM
The first task when using the CCM is to capture all of the required controls.
1) O
 pen the CSA CCM and look for the columns that contain the selected compliance frameworks e.g. PCI and ISO/IEC 27001. N.B.
If this is not available in the latest release of the CCM then go back to an earlier release e.g. CCM v3.0.1. This is the list of all the
CSA CCM Control Domains and Control IDs that are applicable and need to be satisfied for your organisation to be compliant.
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If we were working against ISO/IEC 27001 we’d see the following column is populated on Control ID AIS-01 (APIs shall be designed
and tested against OWASP) to check the applicable control domain we see the following:

Also note that each cloud control domain and control is categorised according to its architectural relevance (e.g. Phys, Network,
Compute, Storage etc..) and service model (e.g. PaaS, SaaS, or IaaS) in addition to the supplier relationship (i.e. does the control
apply to the service provider (“AWS”) or the tenant / consumer). For example:

For example, in the case of control ID IVS-02 the following objective has been defined:
“The provider shall ensure the integrity of all virtual machine images at all times. Any changes made to virtual machine images
must be logged and an alert raised regardless of their running state (e.g., dormant, off, or running). The results of a change or
move of an image and the subsequent validation of the image’s integrity must be immediately available to customers through
electronic methods (e.g., portals or alerts).”
The CCM clarifies that this control is not required if your architecture is using SaaS or PaaS; because the integrity of virtual
machine images is taken care of by the service provider. For example, if Acme Retail Ltd are using Amazon RDS to store their
customer details responsibility for this control is assigned to AWS; AWS must ensure the integrity of its RDS images. In effect it
means that Acme Retail are compliant and have controls in place simply by virtue of using the Amazon RDS service (assuming
that AWS specify as such in their CAIQ responses). Note: if they had decided to install a database technology directly onto an EC2
instance then they would need to ensure the integrity of the images.
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If you have been following the discussion closely you will have noticed that the example control, IVS-02 in the CCM has been
assigned to the service provider (e.g. AWS) and not the customer (e.g. Acme Retail Ltd). Upon closer inspection of the CAIQ
response by AWS it becomes clear that actually the control is the responsibility of the customer when operating in AWS if they are
using EC2.
The AWS CAIQ contains the following responses to this control objective:
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It is clear from reading these responses that each of these controls are the customer’s responsibility when using the EC2 service
and that in the example case study, Acme Retail should ensure that controls are put in place to address each issue.

CAIQ & CONTROL GAPS
Next we need to identify the gaps in the controls provided by the CSP. To do this we must download the latest version of the CSA
Consensus Assessment Initiative Questionnaire (CAIQ). It contains the CSP’s answers to each of the control domains defined in the
CCM. By identifying what is and isn’t covered by the CSP in the CAIQ we are then able to identify the gaps that we must fill with our
own mitigation controls.
The Excel spreadsheet containing the original CAIQ questions can be downloaded from here:
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/artifacts/consensus-assessments-initiative-questionnaire-v3-1
The response from the CSP can be downloaded from their respective websites. In the case of AWS, it is available here:
https://d1.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/compliance/CSA_Consensus_Assessments_Initiative_Questionnaire.pdf

Amend the Excel matrix to add a column to capture who is responsible for the control / sub-control (e.g. AWS or your
organisation)
Open your CSP’s CSA CAIQ and cross off those controls that have been satisfied by the vendor. What remains is your organisation’s
responsibility; you must define controls that mitigate those gaps.
Next classify the mitigation controls as detective, preventative or administrative.
a. For detective controls assign an owner within the business who must react to a detective control
Select the appropriate tool/technology within AWS for each control and implement.
b. For detective controls see AWS Security Hub and rules packages, AWS Config
c. For preventative controls see AWS Organisations and Service Control Policies
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STEP 6: ADD CONTROLS
Once there is clarity on the number and type of controls required for the workload to operate securely the next step is to identify
the appropriate tools available within AWS / via a 3rd party that can provide protection. In reality a ‘control’ can be something
as familiar and mundane as installing anti-virus software on all machines and ensuring that the virus signatures are updated at
regular intervals. That would be viewed as a ‘detective control’ and a ‘responsive control’ as it will detect execution of malware
and also automatically remove malicious code. Or a control might be a documented and shared policy/process/procedure that
instructs personnel on the steps to take when an employee joins/moves/leaves a role in an organisation from an administrative
perspective (aka the ‘joiner/mover/leaver’ process). This would be an example of a preventative control (because it prevents that
employee from having unauthorized access to the system).
Please note that many services may appear to have both a detective and preventative properties (i.e. they detect a threat event
and then prevent it from achieving its objective). A true preventative control is one that reduces the chances for an unwanted
set of conditions from reaching the environment. Examples of preventative controls include policies, processes, procedures,
encryption and firewalls. If a threat event can reach the environment but is then detected, then we classify that as a detective
control (not preventative). Examples include antivirus software or a Security Information and Event Monitoring system (SIEM).

PREVENTATIVE CONTROLS
The pace of innovation within AWS is one of the reasons that so many organisations adopt AWS as their CSP, however this
also means that maintaining an up-to-date knowledge of AWS products and services is an essential part of maintaining your
organisation’s security posture. The following are some examples of the services offered by AWS that can help maintain/support
an organisation’s security posture by implementing preventative controls; these are controls that reduce or avoid the likelihood
of a threat event. Note that examples of preventative controls include policies, processes, and procedures as well as technical
controls like firewalls. The focus of this section is on technical controls.
Infrastructure as Code (IaC)
Organisations that have adopted Infrastructure as Code (IaC) also have the option to add preventative controls in the code base
that can ensure what is deployed is compliant and following organisational best practice. The features available very much depend
upon the flavour of IaC. In the following examples we examine Terraform and CloudFormation.
HeleCloud Landing Zone with Account Vending Machine
The HeleCloud Landing Zone is a solution that has been developed in order to automatically create and configure AWS Accounts
against the AWS Well-Architected Framework [27] and the Centre for Internet Security (CIS) [28] AWS Benchmark guidance. It
incorporates the collective wisdom and best practices adopted by HeleCloud’s engineering team from over 5 years of working on
the implementation of multiple complex projects in various market verticals including Fintech, Public Sector, Media, Healthcare,
and Banking among others. Among the best practices embedded in the solution are preventative controls that help prevent
organisations from making common mistakes that could compromise their security posture.
This solution automatically provisions a predefined Core Account Structure, Identity and Access Management, Security and
Governance, and an Account Vending Machine. The Account Vending Machine allows customers to create new AWS accounts in
Organisational Units (OUs) based on a default blueprint with a pre-configured security baseline and predefined network.
The HeleCloud Landing Zone follows an Infrastructure as a Code approach using Terraform as the main tool to provision and
manage AWS and custom resources.
AWS Security by Design (SbD)
Security by Design (SbD) is a security assurance approach that formalises AWS account design, automates security controls, and
streamlines auditing by using SbD templates defined in CloudFormation. It then enforces the use of these templates via AWS
Service Catalog and prevents the creation of an environment that doesn’t adhere to the security rules defined. A service like AWS
Config can then be used to monitor each environment for conformance to the initial deployment; rules can be defined that detect
deviation from the original secure environment rules. The result is an automated environment that follows your organisation’s
governance policy from a security, assurance and compliance perspective.
https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/security-by-design/
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AWS Service Catalog + CloudFormation

Figure 12. The AWS Service Catalog Dashboard
The AWS Service Catalog helps customers deploy AWS resources using a repeatable process that follows best practice for
standardisation, compliance, and security considerations. Example AWS resources include things like virtual machine images,
servers, software, and databases or even complete multi-tier application architectures.
AWS Service Catalog is founded upon the idea of a catalogue. IT administrators create, manage, and distribute catalogues
of approved products. Administrators can control which users have access to each product to enforce compliance with
organisational business policies. Administrators can also setup adopted roles so that end users only require IAM access to AWS
Service Catalog in order to deploy approved resources. AWS Service Catalog allows your organisation to benefit from increased
agility and reduced costs because end users can find and launch only the products they need from a catalogue that you control.
CloudFormation Guard (Cfn-guard)
Cfn-guard provides compliance administrators with a simple, policy-as-code language to define rules that can check for both
required and prohibited resource configurations. It enables developers to validate their CloudFormation templates against those
rules.
Developers can use cfn-guard either locally while editing templates or automatically as part of a CI/CD pipeline to stop
deployment of non-compliant resources. If resources in the template fail the rules, cfn-guard provides developers with
information to help identify non-compliant resources.
An interesting AWS blogpost can be found here:
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/mt/introducing-aws-cloudformation-guard-2-0/
CloudFormation Guard is available to download from GitHub here:
https://github.com/aws-cloudformation/cloudformation-guard
TFSec - Aqua
A static analysis security scanner for Terraform code that is integrated with the HCL parser to ensure security issues are detected
prior to infrastructure changes taking effect.
https://tfsec.dev/docs/aws/home/
Sentinel - Terraform Policy as Code
Sentinel allows customers to implement governance policies as code in the same way that Terraform allows them to implement
Infrastructure as Code. Sentinel policies define rules that restrict the provisioning of resources by Terraform configurations.
Sentinel, HashiCorp’s Policy as Code framework, can easily configure guardrails that are enforced within the provisioning workflow
to protect against changes that don’t follow security, regulatory compliance, or internal business policies.
https://www.terraform.io/docs/cloud/sentinel/index.html
AWS Organisations and Service Control Policies
AWS Organisations is designed to centrally help organisations govern multiple AWS accounts as they scale their workloads. AWS
Organisations can programmatically create new accounts and allocate resources, centralise billing and payment for all accounts
associated with the organisation and, most importantly in the context of this whitepaper, apply policies to groups of accounts for
governance. Organisations also integrates with other AWS services mentioned earlier like Amazon GuardDuty and Security Hub to
allow centralised configuration.
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Service Control Policies (SCPs) allow fine-grained control over which AWS service actions are accessible to principals (account
root, IAM users, and IAM roles) in the accounts of an organisation. For example, an SCP might be applied to an account that states
that the only actions allowed are Amazon S3 actions. SCPs are a powerful tool as neither the principals in a member account or
the root user for the member account can remove or change SCPs that are applied to that account. SCPs are an ideal way to
define preventative controls in a workload.
N.B. The HeleCloud Landing Zone comes pre-configured with Service Control Policies that implement best practice.
https://aws.amazon.com/organisations/getting-started/
AWS Control Tower / Landing Zones
AWS Control Tower is an AWS native service that enables set up and governing of a secure, multi-account AWS environment.
It establishes a landing zone that is based on best-practices blueprints, and enables governance using guardrails you can
choose from a pre-packaged list. The landing zone is a well-architected, multi-account baseline that follows AWS best practices.
Guardrails implement governance rules for security, compliance, and operations.
Control Tower is an abstraction that utilises AWS Organisations as the underlying AWS service to organise accounts and implement
preventive guardrails using service control policies (SCPs). It also sets up AWS Service Catalog as the underlying AWS service to
enable provisioning of new accounts through an account factory. While AWS Control Tower provides central governance at an
account level, AWS Service Catalog can further provide granular governance at a resource level. AWS Service Catalog also lets
users provision infrastructure and application stacks that have been pre-approved by IT for use inside AWS accounts.
https://aws.amazon.com/controltower/

DETECTIVE CONTROLS
Detective controls do exactly what they say; they detect a security or compliance related issue and notify someone/something.
The following is a selection of commonly used products/services used to enforce detective controls.
Amazon GuardDuty

Figure 13. GuardDuty example findings with High Severity
Amazon GuardDuty describes itself as an intelligent threat detection service that monitors AWS accounts for suspicious activity. To
do this it inspects logs generated by CloudTrail, S3, VPC flow logs and DNS logs continuously and uses machine learning to detect
anomalies which it prioritises as potential threats. One of the outstanding features of Amazon GuardDuty is its simplicity; no
specialist expertise is required to enable and configure it and its running costs are reasonable. GuardDuty is a good example of a
detective control. To identify exactly what types of threats it can detect (and hence what detective controls it provides) please see
the following GuardDuty list:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/guardduty/latest/ug/guardduty_finding-types-active.html
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Amazon Detective

Figure 14. The Amazon Detective Dashboard with 24hr Summary Table
Amazon Detective is an investigative tool that is tightly integrated with tools like Amazon GuardDuty, Macie and Security hub, some
of which provide shortcuts in their dashboards that lead directly to Amazon Detective.

Figure 15. Example GuardDuty Finding Amazon Detective Link
Amazon Detective allows users to investigate the findings flagged by these products and identify their root cause. To do this,
Detective ingests events from a variety of data sources including VPC Flow Logs, AWS CloudTrail and Amazon GuardDuty and
creates a unified view of resources, users and the interactions between them over time. It uses machine learning, statistical
analysis, and graph theory to build a linked set of data that enables faster and more efficient investigations. Amazon Detective
contains prebuilt data aggregations and maintains up to a year of aggregated data. It supports both single and multi-account
setups.
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Figure 16. Example Detective jump page from GuardDuty
In Figure 16 each link launches Detective from a different investigative perspective i.e., investigate account level activity or role
session activity etc.
Amazon Macie

Figure 17. The Amazon Macie Dashboard
Amazon Macie describes itself as a fully managed data security and data privacy service that uses machine learning and pattern
matching to discover and protect sensitive data.
Amazon Macie can automatically discovery sensitive data at scale and provide an inventory of Amazon S3 buckets. For example, it
can provide information on the number and location of unencrypted buckets, publicly accessible buckets, and buckets shared with
AWS accounts outside those defined in AWS Organisations. As with Amazon GuardDuty, Macie also utilizes machine learning and
pattern matching techniques to scan the buckets selected and identify and alert in response to it detecting sensitive data, such
as Personally Identifiable Information (PII).
Amazon Macie also supports custom-defined data types using regular expressions. This enables Macie to discover proprietary
data that has unique business-specific characteristics such as an employee or customer ID. Note that custom data types are not
shared outside of the client’s account.
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AWS Config

Figure 18. The AWS Config Dashboard
AWS Config is a fully managed service that provides an AWS resource inventory, configuration history, and configuration change
notifications to enable security and governance. AWS Config is an essential service to discover AWS resources, maintain a
complete inventory of AWS resources, and determine how a resource was configured at any point in time. These capabilities
enable compliance auditing, security analysis, resource change tracking, and troubleshooting.
AWS Config also supports Config Rules. A Config Rule represents desired configurations for a resource and is evaluated against
configuration changes on the relevant resources, as recorded by AWS Config. Config Rules provide an overall compliance and
risk status from a configuration perspective, and help identify which configuration change caused a resource to drift out of
compliance with a rule.
AWS Web Application Firewall (WAF) and Shield
The AWS WAF is a web application firewall that can monitor interactions with Amazon CloudFront, Amazon API Gateway or an
Application Load Balancer. It is fully configurable and can protect resources based upon rules that you specify, or by rules
purchased via the AWS Marketplace. For example, it is possible to purchase a rule set that enforces the OWASP Top 10 (https://
owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/) application security risks for threats like SQL Injection, Cross Site Scripting, Malicious Bots and
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs). The WAF can then be configured to log, alert or block its response to any of these
rules being triggered.
AWS Shield is a managed layer 3 and 4 Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) service that provides continuous attack detection
and automatic mitigation against attacks like SYN/UDP floods, reflection attacks and others. It is automatically enabled for all
AWS customers at no cost. There is a premium version called AWS Shield Advanced that provides enhanced protection against
more sophisticated and larger attacks. Shield Advanced provides real-time notification of suspected DDOS attacks and provides
advanced attack mitigation. It comes with a Shield response team that operates 24/7 to manage and mitigate attacks.
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Security Information and Event Monitoring (SIEM)
Security Information and Event Monitoring systems (SIEMs – pronounced ‘SIMS’) are another way of providing enhanced detective
capability. The term does not apply to one specific product or vendor but instead refers to a set of capabilities provided by
certain third-party products. A SIEM can reduce the time it takes to identify threats significantly, minimising the damage from
those threats. SIEMs typically sit in their own AWS account or are provided as a SaaS offering and ingest high volumes of security
related log, event and metric data from the systems being monitored. One key benefit of a SIEM is that it offers a holistic view of
an organisation’s information security environment, because all of the organisation’s data goes into a centralised repository. Once
stored in that repository it’s simpler to analyse security information for indicators of compromise.
The data gathered in a SIEM can be used for a variety of purposes including security programs, audit and compliance reporting,
help desk and network troubleshooting, as well as threat detection and security alerts. It can also be used to perform forensic
analysis if required.
SIEM adoption was initially driven by regulatory standards like PCI-DSS that carried harsh financial penalties for non-compliance,
but more recently their adoption has been in response to Advanced Persistent Threats (APT’s). Many SIEM solutions utilise AI/
machine learning to automatically detect anomalous behaviour amongst the large volumes of data ingested. SIEM systems
are a primary tool of SOC teams to monitor and investigate potential indicators of compromise / attack as well as to check for
compliance. They are expensive tools to run largely because of the volumes of data they need to ingest and the powerful compute
capability need to query those volumes of data. There are many commercial products available such as Splunk, Sumo Logic and
ElasticSearch. A comparison of the benefits / differences between each is out of scope of this whitepaper.
Amazon Inspector
Amazon Inspector is a service that scans for unintended network exposure, software vulnerabilities and deviations from security
best practice. The latest release of Inspector now supports continual, automated scans, automatic resource discovery (it will seek
out EC2 instances and ECR registries and scan them) as well as container or EC2 based workloads. It works via an agent installed
on each target component and is integrated with the AWS Systems Manager agent. It also reduces the number of false positives
by considering environment factors for resources such as network accessibility. It integrates with AWS Security Hub and can
broadcast its findings there.
Amazon Inspector ECR Scanning

Figure 19. Amazon ECR Scanning Options
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Amazon Elastic Container Registry (Amazon ECR) is an AWS managed container image registry service. It supports both public and
private container image repositories. ECR includes image scanning that helps in identifying software vulnerabilities in container
images. As each new image is pushed to a repository it can be automatically scanned or a manual scan can be invoked. There are
two types of scanning; basic and advanced.
Basic scanning uses the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) database from the Clair project to provide a list of scan
findings. Amazon ECR sends an event to Amazon EventBridge once the image scan is complete.
Enhanced scanning integrates with Amazon Inspector to provide vulnerability scanning of container images at both the operating
system and programming language package layers. Enhanced scanning also supports continuous scanning which can be
configured by setting scan filters.
HeleCloud Landing Zone with Account Vending Machine
The HeleCloud Landing Zone is once again worth mentioning here as it automatically configures and deploys many of the services
listed earlier including Amazon GuardDuty, AWS Config, AWS Security Hub and Amazon Inspector into an environment to ensure
comprehensive detective capability.

ACME RETAIL CONTROLS MATRIX
Based on the output captured during STEP 4 and 5 a mapping between the risks and controls for Acme Retail Ltd is provided in
Appendix C.
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STEP 7: MANAGING CHANGE

Figure 20. The Security & Compliance Game of Whack-a-Mole

ON-GOING COMPLIANCE AND SECURITY
Even once an environment has been deployed the work is still not complete. Security and compliance should both be viewed as
continuous activities, as modern development practices encourage the deployment of changes potentially many times per day.
There are a number of different tools and techniques to support continuous compliance and security; some are services that
actively monitor an environment and report on changes that compromise security or compliance (e.g., AWS Config, AWS Security
Hub) and others are embedded in the CI/CD pipeline so that they can inspect and prevent harmful changes before they are
deployed.
Providing security and compliance for an environment that is constantly changing can at times feel like playing a game of whacka-mole (Figure 20). No sooner has an environment been secured and passed compliance auditing than a new release might
invalidate those findings.
Without the proper tooling in place it is entirely possible to be compliant on paper, but subsequent releases have rendered the
environment neither secure nor compliant.
As mentioned, practices like DevOps encourage the idea of continuously deploying updates to the application and infrastructure
layers. With each deployment comes the possibility of non-compliance. Technologies such as CI/CD pipelines bring enormous
productivity gains by enabling application and infrastructure changes to take place on demand but, as we shall see in the coming
section, this needn’t be at the cost of security and compliance with the right tools in place.
DevSecOps Tools
DevSecOps is the natural evolution of its predecessor DevOps (Development and Infrastructure Operations combined) and
integrates security as a shared responsibility throughout the IT lifecycle; IT security must therefore be integrated in the lifecycle
of applications and infrastructure. It takes the idea of automation and applies security controls to source control repositories, CI/
CD pipelines etc.
Many of the tools introduced in the previous Step 6 can also help manage change by preventing deploying configurations that are
non-compliant.
For example:
 AWS Security by Design (SbD)
 AWS Service Catalog + CloudFormation
 CloudFormation Guard
 TFSec for Terraform
 Sentinel for Terraform
 AWS Organisations Service Control Policies
 Elastic Container Registry Image Scanning can identify vulnerabilities in container images
 HeleCloud Account Vending Machine (included as part of the HeleCloud Landing Zone)
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AWS Audit Manager

Figure 21. AWS Audit Manager Dashboard
AWS Audit Manager helps organisations with AWS workloads to audit their AWS usage and assess risk and compliance against
industry recognised regulations and standards. Example frameworks supported by Audit Manager include, GDPR, HIPAA, CIS,
NIST800-53, PCI -DSS V3.2.1 and SOC 2, plus many others. It is also possible to define your own organisational framework with your
own custom controls unique to your business.

Figure 22. The CIS Benchmark Level 1 Framework in AWS Audit Manager
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Each framework consists of a number of controls against which Audit Manager must gather evidence to indicate whether the
system is compliant or non-compliant. The CIS Level 1 framework for example consists of 33 automated controls and 5 manual
ones. CIS Control 1.3 checks to ensure credentials unused for 90 days or greater are disabled. Audit Manager gathers this evidence
automatically by directly querying AWS Security Hub and calling the AWS API iam_GenerateCredentialReport function.
Manual controls must be checked by the auditor and manually uploaded to the Audit dashboard from an S3 bucket but many can
be automatically obtained by querying the various services within the AWS workload, thus saving considerable time and effort.
Audit Manager gathers evidence from different services within the AWS account depending upon the framework that has been
applied.

Figure 23. PCI-DSS V3.2.1 Framework in Audit Manager
For example, when assessing against the PCI-DSS framework, the following services are queried for evidence; AWS CloudTrail, AWS
Security Hub, AWS Config, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud and AWS IAM. The evidence is used to build up a picture of compliance
/ non-compliance against the selected framework (e.g., PCI-DSS V3.2.1). When a control must be gathered manually it is the
responsibility of the auditor to manually gather and upload the evidence to an S3 bucket which can then be ingested into the
assessment by AWS Audit Manager. AWS Audit Manager enables organisations to build audit-ready reports with much less manual
effort.
https://aws.amazon.com/audit-manager/
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AWS Security Hub
AWS Security Hub is used by security teams, compliance professionals, and DevOps engineers to continuously monitor and
improve the security posture of their AWS accounts and resources. Besides aggregating security findings and enabling automated
remediation, Security Hub also performs security best practice checks against several well recognised industry and regulatory
standards, such as the CIS AWS Foundations Benchmark, PCI DSS and the AWS Foundational Security Best Practices standard.
Once Security Hub is configured against one or more of these standards it provides a security score that enables organisations to
continually monitor their compliance.
https://aws.amazon.com/security-hub/

Figure 24. Example Security Hub Security Score (PCI-DSS, CIS and AWS Foundational)
HeleCloud Landing Zone with Account Vending Machine
The HeleCloud Landing Zone comes equipped with an Account Vending Machine (AVM) to help manage change without breaking
security or compliance. An AVM is an automated tool that helps provision accounts and also helps with the maintenance overhead
of multiple accounts. It can be used to provision new AWS accounts at the click of a button. AVM will create accounts and apply
a predefined baseline to that account. The baseline is the initial setting that is applied to each account, thus conforming to
the established compliance and security practices. The account baseline is defined in a blueprint and AVM supports multiple
blueprints, thus allowing it to have different account types (e.g. production, dev, uat each with slightly different security and
compliance control baselines) and easily provision each account by its type.
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SUMMARY
Congratulations on completing your introduction to security and compliance gap analysis. Give yourself a gold star.
We hope that this whitepaper has introduced/clarified some of the common security and compliance terms, techniques
and technologies to assist you in a safe and compliant cloud journey. By applying the steps defined in this whitepaper to our
fictional organisation, Acme Retail Ltd we have identified the risks facing the organisation and balanced them against their risk
appetite. We have evaluated the shared responsibility model of their chosen CSP and identified those areas of risk that are the
responsibility of Acme Retail and those parts that fall under the remit of AWS. For each risk we have documented how to treat
it (i.e., avoid, mitigate, transfer, accept) and then defined controls for each risk we wish to mitigate. For each control we have
suggested technologies that could be used to enforce those controls. We have also mapped each risk and control against the
Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM). The CSA CCM provides a framework of controls for cloud hosted systems
that are mapped to various other industry frameworks and standards, such as ISO/IEC 27001, CIS and PCI-DSS (coming soon in
V4.x.x.)
Appendix C contains this mapping, illustrating that for each risk identified for Acme Retail one or more controls have been defined
to mitigate this risk.
Appendix A contains a list of common standards referred to in this document for further reading to continue your journey in this
fascinating field.

Figure 25. Excel spreadsheet with Acme Retail mapping to CCM
A complete treatment of the Acme Retail risks, controls and mapping to the CCM can be downloaded in the accompanying Excel
spreadsheet.
If you are considering the journey to AWS and need advice or guidance on security and compliance, the HeleCloud Landing Zone or
how best to perform the steps outlined in this whitepaper, then please contact HeleCloud and we’ll be glad to help.
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APPENDIX A – COMPLIANCE STANDARDS REFERENCE TABLE
Compliance Framework

Description

ISO/IEC 27001

Describes a framework to create an Information Security Management System.

ISO/IEC 27002 Information technology –
Security techniques – Code of practice for
information security controls

An information security standard that aids implementation of ISO/IEC 27001. It is a subset of NIST 800-53 with
14 sections vs 26 NIST 800-53 sections. N.B. Organisations cannot be certified against this.

ISO/IEC 27017:2015 Information Technology –
Security Techniques

To help select controls when implementing a cloud hosted system.

NIST 500-299 Special Publication (SP)

Reference architectures and a controls framework.

NIST 800-53 Special Publication (SP)

A catalogue of security and privacy controls for all U.S. federal information systems except those related to
national security. A superset of ISO27002 and NIST CSF. US standard found in health, government, financial and
medical.

NIST 800-171

Protecting controlled unclassified information in non-federal information systems and organisations.

NIST Cyber Security Framework (CSF)

NIST CSF, or the National Institute of Standards and Technology Cybersecurity Framework, is a set of guidelines
and recommendations that combine industry standards and best practices to help organisations manage their
cybersecurity risks. A subset of NIST 800-53; ideal for smaller companies.

CSA Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM)

The CSA Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM) is a cybersecurity control framework for cloud computing. It is
composed of 197 control objectives that are structured in 17 domains. It can be used as a tool for the
systematic assessment of a cloud implementation, and provides guidance on which security controls should
be implemented by which actor within the cloud supply chain. The controls framework is aligned to the CSA
Security Guidance for Cloud Computing, and is considered a de-facto standard for cloud security assurance
and compliance.

CSA Cloud Assessment Initiative
Questionnaire (CAIQ)

The CAIQ is used by CSPs to submit to the CSA STAR Registry. The Consensus Assessments Initiative
Questionnaire (CAIQ) v3.1. offers an industry-accepted way to document which security controls exist in IaaS,
PaaS, and SaaS services, providing security control transparency.

PCI-DSS

The Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard (DSS) is an information security standard developed to
enhance cardholder data security for organisations that store, process or transmit credit card data.

GDPR

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), is a set of rules designed to give EU citizens more control over
their personal data. The UK still adheres to its rules after leaving the EU.

ENISA Risk Assessment Framework

The ENISA Risk Management/Risk Assessment (RM/RA) Framework is an overview of relevant content found in
corresponding literature about Risk Management.

ENISA The Cloud Certification Schemes List
(CCSL)

This is a list of (existing) certification schemes relevant to cloud customers. CCSL provides potential customers
with an overview of objective characteristics per scheme, to help them understand what certification against a
specific scheme means in practice and if it is appropriate for their settings.

ENISA The Cloud Certification Schemes
MetaFramework (CCSM)

CCSM is a metaframework, which maps detailed security requirements used in the public sector to describe
security objectives in existing cloud certification schemes.

System and Organisation Controls (SOC)
Report

A SOC report is a verifiable auditing report which is performed by a Certified Public Accountant (CPA)
designated by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). It is a collection of offered
services of a CPA concerning the systematic controls in a service organisation. A SOC 1 engagement is an
audit of the internal controls at a service organisation which have been implemented to protect client data.
SOC 2 reports on controls that directly relate to the security, availability, processing integrity, confidentiality,
and privacy at a service organisation. These categories are known as the Trust Services Criteria and are the
foundation of any SOC 2 audit engagement.

The Security Trust Assurance and Risk
(STAR) Program
CSA STAR

The CSA STAR Certification Level 2 is a rigorous third-party independent assessment of the security of a cloud
service provider. The technology-neutral certification leverages the requirements of the ISO/IEC 27001:2013
management system standard together with the CSA Cloud Controls Matrix.
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APPENDIX B – GAP ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL STEPS
STEP

CSA Recommended Steps

Actions:

Outputs:

1

Identify necessary security and compliance
requirements, and any existing controls.

Review and select appropriate corporate
compliance and regulatory compliance.

Acme Retail have adopted ISO/IEC 27001 and
must adhere to PCI-DSS compliance .

2

Select your cloud provider, service (IAAS, PAAS,
SAAS), and deployment models (public, private,
community, and hybrid).

• Use ENISA Cloud Certification Scheme
List (CCSL) and ENISA Cloud Certification
Schemes Metaframework (CCSM) to verify
CSPs against compliance requirements.
• Compare CSPs using CSA CAIQ +
architecture.

AWS selected, Public Cloud DM, IAAS
(EC2)+PAAS (RDS+S3).

• Use common criteria or FIPS validation for
systems/sub-systems assurance.
3

Define the architecture.

Architect solution on proposed Cloud Service
Provider e.g. AWS.

Architecture diagram.

• Identify project specific risks.
4

Assess risk.

• Perform risk assessment using ENISA Cloud
Computing Security risk assessment.

List of mitigation controls
N.B. These are project specific.

• Use selected compliance framework(s) to
determine required security controls.

5

Identify control gaps.

• Use CSA Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM) and
map controls in AWS (generally), workload.
environment (e.g. landing zone) and then
identify gaps.

List of controls not implemented.

• Document detective, preventative, or
administrative controls against each risk.
6

Design and implement controls to fill the
gaps.

• Select tooling to implement (e.g. AWS config,
Sec Hub, SCPs, Cloudwatch Alarms, Events
etc.).

Set of detective, preventative and
administrative controls including owners.

• Identify risk owner (e.g. AWS or Acme Retail).
7

Manage changes over time.

Review coverage whenever significant change
takes place.
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APPENDIX C – ACME RETAIL LTD CONTROL MAP
Risk (R)

Risk Description

Vulnerability
Description

R1

A fire destroys the
datacentre / Natural
disasters.

Inadequate fire
suppression
equipment.

Control Function

Control Type

Control Owner

Control Implementation
Description

Preventative

Physical

AWS

AWS owned fire resistant
hardware.

Detective

Physical

AWS

AWS fire detection alarms.

Responsive

Physical

AWS

AWS BC/DR process.

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Automate patch
management with
automatic detection of
updates for provisioned
hardware.

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

AWS Inspector scans all
active instances for known
CVEs and reports findings
weekly.

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Notify Security Team if
known CVE’s detected.
Security Team to take
remediatory action .

Preventative

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Build an AMI Factory to
automate creation of full
stack golden images with
hardened OS’es.

Detective

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Scan weekly using AWS
Inspector to ensure no
known CVEs.

Responsive

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Notify Security Team if
known CVEs detected.
Security Team to take action
to remedy.

Preventative

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Implement zero trust to
prevent lateral movement
within environment.

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Centralised SIEM configured
to detect unusual traffic/
activity and alert. Amazon
GuardDuty enabled to detect
and alert. Amazon Macie
enabled on S3.

Administrative

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Functional Policy / Incident
Response Policy - Security
Team to investigate and
take action in response to
anomalous activity.

Preventative

R2

Hacker gains access to
regulated PII.

Non-automated
patch
management.

Detective

Responsive

Vendor supplied
defaults for
passwords or
configuration
settings (*PCI DSS
Req. 2).

Detective
Zero Day Exploit.

Responsive

Continues next page.
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APPENDIX C – ACME RETAIL LTD CONTROL MAP (CONTINUED)
Risk (R)

R3

Risk Description

Hackers launch denial of
service attack against
system.

Vulnerability
Description

No firewall (*PCI
DSS Req. 1).

Control Function

Control Type

Control Owner

Control Implementation
Description

Preventative

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Implement a Web
Application Firewall (WAF).

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Deploy WAF Shield Advanced
to detect DDOS attacks.
SIEM configured to alert
in response to irregular
increases in traffic or load.

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Automate blocking of
IP address ranges that
instigate DDOS attacks/
enforce geo-restrictions on
inbound traffic.

Administrative

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Write a denial of service
response plan; define
response team, escalation
and notification process,
tools.

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Amazon GuardDuty and AWS
Web Application Firewall and
Shield Advanced enabled to
detect suspicious increases
in traffic.

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

AWS Lambda function to
blacklist traffic in AWS
Web Application Firewall
from DDOS IP addresses.
Architect to scale up to
absorb attack initially so site
continues operation.

Detective

Responsive

Responsive

Technology to
detect/absorb/
respond to DDOS
attack.

Detective

Responsive

Technical

Continues next page.
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APPENDIX C – ACME RETAIL LTD CONTROL MAP (CONTINUED)
Risk (R)

R4

Risk Description

Hackers instantiate
compute resource to mine
Bitcoin.

Vulnerability
Description

Insufficient
authentication
mechanisms / MFA
(*PCI DSS Req. 8).

Sharing
credentials.

Control Function

Control Type

Control Owner

Control Implementation
Description

Preventative

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Password complexity policy/
enforce MFA for privileged
users.

Detective

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Scan IAM users and alert
regularly.

Responsive

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Automatically disable noncompliant accounts.

Functional Policy /
Information Security Policy,
Access Control Policy.
Onboarding/Training.

Preventative

Administrative

Acme Retail - CISO

Detective

N/A

N/A

Responsive

N/A

N/A

Administrative
and Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Functional Policy /
Information Security Policy,
Access Control Policy /
Automated disabling of keys
greater than 90 days.

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Automated scan of keys
greater than 90 days/
alerting via email to
employee that key must be
renewed.

Administrative

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Functional Policy /
Information Security Policy,
Access Control Policy/All
account holders must renew
keys after 90 days.

Preventative

Long term use of
access keys.

Detective

Responsive

Continues next page.
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APPENDIX C – ACME RETAIL LTD CONTROL MAP (CONTINUED)
Risk (R)

Risk Description

Vulnerability
Description

Control Function

Preventative

R5

Employee deliberately
opens a backdoor to the
system which leads to a
data breach.

Control Type

Technical

Control Owner

Control Implementation
Description

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Define permissions based
upon Principle of Least
Privilege (PoLP). Apply PoLP
to IAM permission policies
and use AWS Organisations
Service Control Policy to
prevent Security Group
ports from being opened in
production environments.

Detective

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Amazon GuardDuty enabled
to detect ports unusual
port activity and alert.
AWS Inspector defined to
perform network scans
on all instances at regular
intervals. Use Infrastructure
as Code and static code
analysis to intercept bad
configurations and prevent
from deployment. Enable
AWS CloudTrail and AWS
Config with rules to detect
open ports other than those
sanctioned.

Responsive

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Port automatically closed by
Lambda function.

Preventative

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Insufficient
guardrails.

Access to
environment not
monitored (*PCI
DSS Req. 10).

Detective

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Centralised SIEM configured
to detect unusual traffic/
activity and alert. Amazon
GuardDuty enabled to detect
and alert. Amazon Macie
enabled on S3.

Responsive

Technical &
Administrative

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Functional Policy / Incident
Response Policy - Security
Team to investigate and
take action in response to
anomalous activity.

Continues next page.
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APPENDIX C – ACME RETAIL LTD CONTROL MAP (CONTINUED)
Risk (R)

R6

Risk Description

Employee accidentally
clicks a link on a phishing
email.

Vulnerability
Description

Poor security
awareness of
employees.

No anti-virus (*PCI
DSS Req. 5).

Control Type

Control Owner

Control Implementation
Description

Preventative

Administrative
& Technical

Acme Retail - CISO
+ Infra Support
Team / F. Smith

Security training for
all personnel to raise
awareness of common
security threats (e.g.
phishing) / anti-virus
software installation.

Detective

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Anti-virus/malware software
installed on all servers and
client machines.

Responsive

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Anti-virus/malware software
installed on all servers and
client machines.

Preventative

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Anti-virus prevents
malware/virus from
executing.

Detective

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Anti-virus detects malware
notifies SOC Team.

Responsive

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Anti-virus quarantines
infected files.

Acme Retail - CISO
+ Infra Support
Team / F. Smith

Functional Policy/
Information Security Policy
and AWS Organisations
Service Control Policy to
prevent deployment of
resources without firewall
rules enabled.

Control Function

Preventative

R7

Employee accidentally
opens port to the Internet.

Administrative
& Technical

Detective

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Regular external PEN tests
to ensure Firewall rules
block appropriate traffic.
AWS Config Rules monitor
for changes to firewall ports
and alerts.

Responsive

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Infrastructure Support Team
respond and remediate.

No firewall

Preventative

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Functional Policy/
Information Security Policy
and AWS Organisations
Security Control Policy to
prevent changes to firewall
ports.

Detective

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

AWS Config Rule to detect
changes to ports.

Responsive

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Infrastructure Support Team
respond and remediate.

No preventative
guardrails.

Continues next page.
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APPENDIX C – ACME RETAIL LTD CONTROL MAP (CONTINUED)
Risk (R)

Risk Description

Vulnerability
Description

Control Function

Preventative

R8

Employee accidentally
writes confidential data to
public facing S3 bucket.

Control Type

Technical

Control Owner

Control Implementation
Description

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Functional Policy - apply
Principal of Least Privilege
(PoLP) to all accounts with
access to AWS (i.e. don’t
give engineers permissions
to write to public-facing S3
buckets unless they need
them). Encrypt all data by
default to protect against
unauthorised disclosure of
information.

Detective

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Enable Amazon Macie to
detect and alert if data
written to public facing
S3 bucket. Configure AWS
CloudTrail to record all
activity. Review permissions
matrix at regular intervals.
Enforce review of IAM
access analyser by Infra
Support Team.

Responsive

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Infra Support Team to
respond to findings and
remediate.

Preventative

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Environment blocks
uploading of unencrypted
data.

Detective

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Amazon GuardDuty /
Amazon Macie to detect and
alert any unencrypted S3
buckets.

Responsive

Technical

Acme Retail - Infra
Support Team / F.
Smith

Infra Support Team to
respond to findings and
remediate.

Lax permission
policies

Lack of encryption
at rest (*PCI DSS
Req. 3).
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